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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the combined use of three new lan-
guage modelling paradigms. They are: generation of plau-
sible trigrams by analogy, explanation-based generation of
error-correcting automata, and disambiguation using Se-
mantic Classification Trees. Tangible word error rate reduc-
tion is observed by the combined use of these paradigms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Very often dialogue systems are developed without the
availability of large corpora for training language models
(LM). In spite of this, many sentences follow a limited num-
ber of typical patterns. Furthermore, many errors appear in
ungrammatical sentences while some errors are due to min-
imal acoustic variations and correspond to sentences that
are syntactically acceptable. Other errors are due to homo-
phones, very frequent in a language like French.

Different types of problems require different solutions. This
motivates the approach proposed in this paper which sug-
gests to rescore a trellis of hypothesized words based on dif-
ferent types of LMs obtained by adapting to specific prob-
lems some learning methods developed in Artificial Intelli-
gence and Pattern Recognition. These methods are inspired
by paradigms known as learning by analogy, explanation-
based learning, error correcting parsing and semantic clas-
sification. Basic principles of the above mentioned methods
are applied to develop new and effective solutions for di-
alogue applications. Three LMs for hypotheses rescoring
will be introduced.

Generation of plausible trigrams by analogy consists in con-
structing new trigrams not observed in the training set, by
replacing words or histories in an observed trigram with
other words or histories which have analogy with what they
replace. Distances between words and histories are mea-
sured in a reduced space obtained with Singular Value De-
composition (SVD) of the matrix of probabilities in which
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rows correspond to words and columns correspond to histo-
ries.

The second method is generation of explanation-based
error-correcting automata which starts with the observation
of an error, e.g. the absence of a verb. The error and its
context are then generalized to obtain a precondition for the
application of an error-correcting automaton. The automa-
ton is then obtained by generalizing the corrections.

Homophone or quasi-homophone disambiguation using se-
mantic classification trees (SCT) is the third method which
uses sentence patterns detected in the most likely sentence
hypothesized in a first recognition phase. The case consid-
ered here is that of a confusions between very similar fre-
quently used phrases, which may have similar or even the
same phonetic transcription. An SCT generates a correction
on a phrase of the hypothesized sentence based on the pat-
tern which applies to the sentence. This is more than using
automata, because corrections may involve a selected num-
ber of non contiguous words.

The application considered for the experiments described in
this paper is a prototype of the vocal server AGS developed
at France-Telecom R&D. This is a medium size vocabulary
(1000 words) telephone application involving requests of in-
formation about telephone services. Most of the recognition
problems are related to the expression of a limited number
of concepts characterized by a small set of keywords and a
much larger number of specification words like geographic
locations and job types. As this is a real-world application,
many recognition errors are due to background noise, hes-
itations, correction, erroneous end-point detection, use of
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Many errors appear on a
fairly limited number of sentence types. Tangible reduc-
tions of Word Error Rates (WER) are obtained with differ-
ent methods because frequent errors are of different type.

2. GENERATION OF PLAUSIBLE TRIGRAMS

If a limited amount of training data is available, many tri-
grams that would appear more than once in an ideally large



training corpus have a probability computed with a back-off
model. This probability is often much lower than the one
that would be computed with a richer training corpus. Fur-
thermore, in many practical applications, the training data
available are biased by the fact that they have been collected
with a limited number of speakers and in a limited time pe-
riod. This has the effect that often the probability of certain
trigrams is abnormally large.

These considerations suggest that trigram counts have to be
adapted. The same adaptation algorithm can be applied to
all trigrams or only to certain classes of them for which an
algorithm can produce tangible benefits. For certain lan-
guages, like French, many errors are due to erroneous recog-
nition of prepositions, articles and other short words appear-
ing in a trigram which include a noun or a verb. For this
reason, attention has been focused on trigrams involving the
most frequent nouns (e.g. server, number, job, region) and
verbs (e.g. call, find, look for, will), as well as geographic
names and typical expressions like toute la France.

The number of trigram considered is about
�����

, while the
number of trigrams observed in a training set of � ���������
words is about � ��������� . Each trigram 	 is represented as	�
��� , where � represents the history of word � . First of
all, let us consider the generation of new trigrams sharing
the same history. Let 	���
���� be a new trigram derived from	 by analogy. The possibility of acquiring new knowledge
by analogy was first proposed by [1]. Derivation by analogy
can be made by extracting from a very large general corpus
all the trigrams 	�� ��
���� such that � belong to the same
syntactic class of � . For a limited domain application and
for a limited number of histories, generation by analogy can
also be done manually. More formally, the generation by
analogy of a set of trigrams ��� given a set � of observed
trigrams is defined by the following logical expression:

� � 
 �� � 	 � 
�����������
�  	!
"����#%$&�(') � *,+.-( �/#0
 *,+.-( ��#1') � -32�465.+.47*8 � � �('

9 :;
where

*,+.-( ��# indicates the syntactic class (the Part Of
Speech) of word � .

-32�465.+.47*8 � � ��# indicates that �
and � are semantically compatible words as it will be de-
fined later on.

Let <  ����# be the count of trigram 	 obtained directly from
the training set. Let:

<>=  ��#?
A@&BC��D>EGFHDJI�KL<  ��M�#@  ��#!
ABCNHOP@&BC��D>EGFHDJI�KL<  ��M�#
The new counts <>�  �RQP# of trigrams inferred by analogy and
having history � are recomputed as follows:

< �  �RQP#3
TSVUXW <  �RQP# if <  �RQP#0Y[Z W <>=  ��#\ W <>=  ��#�]�^X_>` a�b cd` FHefe otherwise\ W � UXW � Z W are thresholds that can be settled in order to sat-
isfy a condition on the sum of counts for history � . Thresh-
old is set in such a way that, if a count is more than 10%
of the maximum count, it should just be multiplied by ULW .
If very few of the possible trigrams, analogous because they
have the same history, have very high counts, then it is likely
that this is the result of a bias in the training set and part of
their counts should be redistributed among the analogous
trigrams. For words Q like prepositions or determiners, it is
reasonable to assume that they have the same probability in
phrases with history � , leading to the following assumption:

< �  �RQP#?
gS UXW <  �RQP# if <  �RQP#!YhZ W <>=  ��#\ji <>=  ��# otherwise

Distance k  � � @  ��#�# is the Euclidian distance between each
pair of vectors representing words, computed in a reduced
space as proposed in . This distance is also used to define
the truth of the

-32�465.+.47*8 � � ��# predicate which is true
when the distance between x and w is lower than a thresh-
old.

Trigrams sharing the whole history or just a word in a his-
tory have counts recomputed in a similar way. Other op-
tions are possible. An interesting one consists in obtaining
a reduced space for counts of word co-occurrence and to
compute distances in that space.

3. GENERATION OF EXPLANATION-BASED
ERROR-CORRECTING AUTOMATA

3.1. Generation of explanation-based error-correcting
automata

Error correcting parser theory ([3]) uses knowledge to aug-
ment the rules of a grammar so that a parser using the aug-
mented grammar can parse erroneous sentences. A similar
type of rules can be used to invoke regular languages ac-
cepted by finite-state automata to be dynamically associated
to n-gram LMs in such a way that correct phrases become
more likely than hypothesized phrases that are syntactically
or semantically incorrect. Details of such a combination are
described in [4] and have been extended to context-free lan-
guages in [5]. A method is introduced in the following for
acquiring error correcting knowledge from examples. It is
based on Explanation-Based Learning (EBL), and extracts
general knowledge from specific examples ([6]).



In our case, an example is a phrase @ in context
 B ��� #

which is incorrect and should be replaced by � . The cor-
rection is represented by the statement: <����X	�]H�R	  B ��� # )N ]��	� BP< ]  @ � �L# . This logical statement can be seen as a con-
clusion supported by some other observations, for example
that @ does not contain a verb while it should and � contains
a verb which is semantically and syntactically consistent
with context

 B ��� # . This fact can be formally represented
by the proof tree in Figure 1. The proof tree in Figure 1 is

context(a,b)     replace(m,n)

consistent {n(a,b)}consistent {m(a,b)}

needed{verb,(a,b)}

contains(m,verb)

contains(n,verb)

sem_co{n(a,b)}

synt_co{n(a,b)}

Fig. 1. Proof tree of the example

then generalized by replacing specific phrases @ and � with
non-terminal variable symbols � and M , leading to a gen-
eral proof tree for constructing rewriting expressions with
which a syntactically and semantically consistent phrase is
inserted into in the context

 B ��� # .
This paradigm is applied in practice by considering the most
likely hypothesis generated by the recognizer. If the hypoth-
esis contains the context

 B ��� # , the phrase � between B and�
is analyzed. If it is inconsistent, then the automaton that

generates the regular language of consistent phrases is in-
voked and used in conjunction with a general n-gram model
for rescoring the trellis produced by the recognizer.

A single observation is sufficient for detecting an inconsis-
tence in context

 B ��� # . Then an automaton 
  B ��� # can be
derived manually or by grammatical inference ([3]) on all
the phrases obtained from a general large corpus and hav-
ing context

 B ��� # and words between B and
�

belonging to
the application lexicon. Eventually, context

 B ��� # can also
be generalized by considering synonyms of words in it. As
the training set is limited, interesting cases can be found by
simply running the recognizer on the training set.

When specialized stochastic automata are used together
with n-gram LMs applicable to entire sentences, the sen-
tence probability is computed by combining the contribu-
tion of these different LMs. Let � � � W be the phrase recog-
nized by the stochastic automata with probability and � W ,������ W be respectively the sequence of words preceding and

following � � � W . The sentence probability is given by:

*8 � W � � � W � ���� W #?
*8 � W # �������� W *8 
 � � � � W�� � �W�� *8 ������ W � � W � � � W #
 � represents an LM which is the n-gram LM if �
 �
and a stochastic automaton if � YV� . The terms preceding
and following the summation are computed with the n-gram
LM. Each term of the summation is then decomposed as
follows:

*8 
 � � � � W�� � W #�
 *8 � � � W�� 
 � � W # *8 
 � � � W # .
The term

*8 � � � W � 
 � � W # is computed with the n-gram
model if �[
 � and is approximated as follows if � Y � :*8 � � � W�� 
 � � W # �
 *8 � � � W�� 
 � # . This probability is the

one assigned to � � � W by the stochastic automaton. The

probability
*8 
 � � � �W # is obtained by replacing in the train-

ing set a phrase recognized by 
 � with the symbol 
 � and
computing n-gram counts for the sequence � W 
 � , while*8 
 W � � W # is computed as �"! � ���� i *8 
 � � � W # . In prac-
tice, the summation is substituted with maximum and very
often it involves only two terms. Furthermore, the contri-
bution of the automaton dominates over that of trigrams be-
cause the number of phrases accepted by the automaton is
limited.

4. DISAMBIGUISATION USING SEMANTIC
CLASSIFICATION TREES

The third proposed paradigm is based on an automatic train-
ing method summarized as follows:# use the training set to identify more frequent and con-

fusable phrases,# infer, from the training set, sentence patterns for these
phrases,# for each phrase M belonging to a type of phrase con-
fusion, a classification tree is trained using a slightly
modified version of the algorithm proposed in [7] to
infer sentence patterns for each acceptable sentence of
that type. An example of confusion is between phrases$ < ]&%H]HNJ�P]('�N � < ])%*%H]HNJ�P]('�N+%+, represented by the pat-
tern of lems �	� 
  < ]"-.%H]HNJ�P]('�N�-�# . The classification
tree shown in Figure 2 was obtained from a training set
of /�0+1 � sentences. Detailed sub-trees at the bottom of
the figure are represented by triangles for the sake of
simplicity.

Rescoring is based on the following relation,
where 2 represents a context:

*8 � � 23# 
*�3  54 #76 $H*98H M � 4�2 # *8 � � 23#�: *�3  M � ��# *8 O � 23#�, 6$J*�3  2 � M 4 # *8 O � 23#�: *98H 2 � 4 # *8 � � 23#�,



yes

%ce serveur : 57.9%
%ces serveurs : 42.1%

# sentences : 271

%ce serveur : 0%
%ces serveurs : 100%

# sentences : 72

%ce serveur : 78.9%
%ces serveurs : 21.1%

# sentences : 199

Question : is the phrase "ce serveur" or
"ces serveurs" in the sentence ?

yes

detailed
subtrees

Question : is the word "donnent" in E ?
yes

no

Leaf

Question : is the word "sont" in E ?

no

B is the sequence of words before y, and E is the one following y
Sentences are represented as S=ByE, where y="ce* serveur*",

"# sentences" represents the number of sentences associated
to a node in the training corpus

Fig. 2. Abridged version of a Semantic Classification Tree

The subscript O indicates a general (in our case a trigram)
model, the subscript

�
indicates the new model. In particu-

lar, the probability
* 8> M � 4�2 # is computed from the leaves

of the classification trees. This probability can be used in
various ways. In the experiments described in the follow-
ing, it has been used to decide about corrections to be made
on % . The correction which obtained the highest probability
after rescoring with the previously proposed methods has
been included between

4
and

2
to generate the recognition

results.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were carried out on the AGS system. Baseline
LM was performed on transcribed sentences with a total of� ��������� words. Test was performed using � 1 ��� sentences
uttered by several new speakers.

Results reported in Table 1 show the improvement intro-
duced by the use of analogy and error correction. The use
of SCTs was very effective on the sentences on which trees
were applicable: experiments on the most frequent homo-
phones and quasi homophones have lead to a WER reduc-
tion of 28.9% for the cases where these homophones ap-
peared.

LM WER

baseline 20.8%
+analogy 20.1%

+error correcting automata 18.7%

Table 1. WER obtained with the the combined use of two
new language modelling paradigms

It appears that it is necessary to use several structural models
to observe tangible WER reductions.
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